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Operational News…
We are now in Step 2 of the government roadmap out of
Coronavirus restrictions, which means you can now enjoy a
catch up outside your favourite café with a lovely slice of
cake, or a visit to the zoo with the family! What this also
means for The Bureau is we are happy to start doing some
more face-to-face activities, including our walk and talk
group (see the great picture of a group of our clients
enjoying the sun last week!) and supporting our
befriending clients to meet in gardens and parks.
Our office is now back open to the staff, and we are able to
invite some of our regular room users back into office if
they are ready. We can also start to see some of our lovely
clients again, although this is currently on an appointment
only basis.
We are looking towards the next stage in the Government
roadmap now, which will allow us to resume some small
group sessions and further face to face meetings. We have
so missed having volunteers and clients buzzing around in
our office so we can’t wait to invite you all back in for a
cuppa and a catch up!

Meet the Team!
This month we’ll introduce you to
Emma Delany. Emma is our
Projects Coordinator, and she
looks after our Befriending
project as well as providing
support to the Pre-Employment
team and a variety of other
things! You’ll mostly find Emma
hiking in the hills around
Manchester and the Peak District,
or in non-Covid times (!!) off
doing some swing dancing, rock
climbing or singing!

Client Quote…
This quote comes from a client of our Call Companions service, who also highlighted during a call
that they needed some support regarding their sight issues.
“Your practical help and advice around getting audio description on the TV and discussing
lighting solutions in the home have really helped me as my eyes have got worse. I can now follow
what is happening in my soaps as the audio description describes what is happening on the
screen to me. Also by moving my lamps and using the magnifier you sent me, I can now read the
headlines on my morning paper – thank you!”

